The Majestic Chicamocha Canyon

The Chicamocha Canyon, nominated in the contest to select the new seven natural wonders

The Chicamocha Canyon is a Colombian natural attraction now part of the group of 261
destinations in the campaign to select the top seven natural wonders of the world. This
paradise-like place is a not-to-be-missed visual spectacle.

Imposing, majestic, and fascinating is how tourists describe the Chicamocha Canyon, a
geographic accident located in the department of Santander , not far from the city of
Bucaramanga.
The Chicamocha Canyon, the result of a geological accident, is bathed by the river with same
name
The temperature in the canyon fluctuates from 11°C to 32°C from day to night. It is extremely
dry, and vegetable covering is scant, almost absent. It is located just 54 kilometers from
Bucaramanga by car at an altitude of 1,450 meters above sea level.

The Chicamocha River runs along the bottom of the fault to join the Fonce and Suárez Rivers
and further on, the copious Sogamoso River. It is 227 kilometers long. With a depth of
approximately two kilometers, this canyon is deeper than the famous Colorado Canyon.

Chicamocha Natural Park

This beautiful place is home to the Chicamocha Natural Park, which offers visitors contact with
nature and extreme amusement in its 264 hectares.

The Chicamocha National Park: a tribute to Santander pride
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In December 2007, in the heart of the canyon, the Chicamocha Natural Park opened its gates.
Among other sites, the following stand out:
The Monument to Santander Pride:this work of art commemorates the popular revolt known as
the “Revolución de los Comuneros”. It is an enormous leaf with 35 sculptures on top, the main
one being independence heroine Manuela Beltrán. The artist was Master Guillermo
Vallejo.Plazas and parks:OThe Chicamocha National Park is made up of several plazas, each
one representing outstanding spaces in the daily lives of the inhabitants of the department of
Santander. Among them are Plaza de las Banderas, Plaza de las Costumbres, and Plaza del
Comercio, with flags, customs, and trade, respectively. The Exhibit Hall where artists from the
department show their works is located in this area. Last, there is Plaza de las Hormigas, or
Plaza of the Ants, so called because people “look like ants” when observed from the distant
Monument to Santander Pride.Goat Park:belonging to the canyon species are gathered in
corrals where visitors can observe and feedOstrich Park:the main feature of the park is to be a
home to an unusual animal species. The gigantic birds, their way of life, their eggs, and all their
derivatives may be admired here. Adrenaline and adventure in the

Chicamocha National Park

Ziplining:this is one of the park’s great attractions. There is a total of three lines. The first one,
at the back of the park, is 450 meters long and allows the observation of the whole canyon. The
second one is the lookout zipline, shorter, but providing vertigo and thrills. The third one is for
children.Paragliding:lovers of extreme sports may tour the incomparable landscapes of the
Canyon at an altitude of 1,554 meters. Flights are done every day from 9 am to midday,
provided you schedule your flight in advance.Canoeing:a fabulous tour of the Chicamocha
River, with nature and rapids in any route you select and with the park as the final destination.
The price varies according to the number of people and the route selected.Buggies:a one
kilometer track for those inclined to speed and thrills.Helicopter overflight:another way to marvel
at the stunning beauty of the Chicamocha Canyon is to fly over it by helicopter.

Aerial cable car that crosses the Chicamocha Canyon from one end to the other

Cross the Chicamocha Canyon from one extreme to the other on
the aerial tramway
A 6.3 km-long aerial tramway with 38 cabins and 3 stations, which crosses the entire Canyon
was inaugurated in January, 2009.
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Entrance is $10,000 for adults; $5,000 for children. The tramway is $30,000 for adults and
$15,000 for children and includes entrance to the park. The price is actually reasonable and
includes insurance against accidents and risks that may occur. Prices are in Colombian pesos.

The Chicamocha National Park is open from Tuesday to Thursday between 9:00 am and 6:00
pm, and from 9:00 am to 7:00 pm. on Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays.
Vote for the Chicamocha Canyon in the “New7Wonders of the World” contest

the Chicamocha Canyon

Vote for

Support the Chicamocha Canyon in the contest that will select the new seven natural wonders
of the world. Go to
www.new7wonders.com
and vote for this spectacular destination.

Ranking is updated weekly according to votes cast.

Monument to Santander Pride

Contact
www.parquenacionaldelchicamocha.com
Phone: + 57 (7) 657-4400
Calle 44 N° 35-27
San Pío, Bucaramanga, Colombia

If you are at the Chicamocha Canyon, you may be interested in:
-

Video of Santander
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-

Santander photo gallery
360° panoramic photo of El Gallineral Park
Santander: land of adventure
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